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Prescriptive D-M:  
How decisions could be made better? 
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Laureate Becker’s Nobel Lecture (1992/12/09) 

 “The Economic Way of Looking at Life” 

1. The Economic Approach 

• My research uses the economic approach to analyze social issues that range 
beyond those usually considered by economists. This lecture will describe the 
approach, and illustrate it with examples drawn from past and current work.  

• Unlike Marxian analysis, the economic approach I refer to does not assume that 
individuals are motivated solely by selfishness or gain. It is a method of analysis, 
not an assumption about particular motivations. Along with others, I have tried to 
pry economists away from narrow assumptions about self interest. Behavior is 
driven by a much richer set of values and preferences.  

• The analysis assumes that individuals maximize welfare as they conceive it, 
whether they be selfish, altruistic, loyal, spiteful, or masochistic. Their behavior is 
forward-looking, and it is also consistent over time. In particular, they try as best 
they can to anticipate the uncertain consequences of their actions. Forward-
looking behavior, however, may still be rooted in the past, for the past can exert a 
long shadow on attitudes and values.  

 



• Actions are constrained by income, time, imperfect memory and calculating capacities, and 
other limited resources, and also by the available opportunities in the economy and 
elsewhere. These opportunities are largely determined by the private and collective actions 
of other individuals and organizations.  

• Different constraints are decisive for different situations, but the most fundamental 
constraint is limited time. Economic and medical progress have greatly increased length of life, 
but not the physical flow of time itself, which always restricts everyone to twenty-four hours 
per day. So while goods and services have expended enormously in rich countries, the total 
time available to consume has not.  

• Thus, wants remain unsatisfied in rich countries as well as in poor ones. For while the 
growing abundance of goods may reduce the value of additional goods, time becomes more 
valuable as goods become more abundant. Utility maximization is of no relevance in a Utopia 
where everyone’s needs are fully satisfied, but the constant flow of time makes such a Utopia 
impossible. These are some of the issues analyzed in Becker [1965], and Linder [1970]. 

• The following sections illustrate the economic approach with four very different subjects. To 
understand discrimination against minorities, it is necessary to widen preferences to 
accommodate prejudice and hatred of particular groups. The economic analysis of crime 
incorporates into rational behavior illegal and other antisocial actions. The human capital 
approach considers how the productivity of people in market and non-market situations is 
changed by investments in education, skills, and knowledge. The economic approach to the 
family interprets marriage, divorce, fertility, and relations among family members through 
the lens of utility-maximizing forward-looking behavior. 



3. Crime and Punishment 

• I began to think about crime in the 1960s after driving to Columbia University for an oral 
examination of a student in economic theory. I was late and had to decide quickly whether to 
put the car in a parking lot or risk getting a ticket for parking illegally on the street. I 
calculated the likelihood of getting a ticket, the size of the penalty, and the cost of putting the 
car in a lot. I decided it paid to take the risk and park on the street. (I did not get a ticket.)  

• As I walked the few blocks to the examination room, it occurred to me that the city 
authorities had probably gone through a similar analysis. The frequency of their inspection of 
parked vehicles and the size of the penalty imposed on violators should depend on their 
estimates of the type of calculations potential violators like me would make. Of course, the 
first question I put to the hapless student was to work out the optimal behavior of both the 
offenders and the police, something I had not yet done.  

• In the 1950s and 1960s intellectual discussions of crime were dominated by the opinion that 
criminal behavior was caused by mental illness and social oppression, and that criminals were 
helpless “victims.” A book by a well-known psychiatrist was entitled The Crime of Punishment 
(see Menninger [1966]). Such attitudes began to exert a major influence on social policy, as 
laws changed to expand criminals’ rights. These changes reduced the apprehension and 
conviction of criminals, and provided less protection to the law-abiding population.  

• I was not sympathetic to the assumption that criminals had radically different motivations 
from everyone else. I explored instead the theoretical and empirical implications of the 
assumption that criminal behavior is rational (see the early pioneering work by Bentham 
[1931] and Beccaria [1986]), but again “rationality” did not necessarily imply narrow 
materialism. It recognized that many people are constrained by moral and ethical 
considerations, and did not commit crimes even when they were profitable and there was no 
danger of detection. 



• However, police and jails would be unnecessary if such attitudes always prevailed. Rationality 
implied that some individuals become criminals because of the financial rewards from crime 
compared to legal work, taking account of the likelihood of apprehension and conviction, and 
the severity  of punishment.  

• The amount of crime is determined not only by the rationality and preferences of would-be 
criminals, but also by the economic and social environment created by public policies, 
including expenditures on police, punishments for different crimes, and opportunities for 
employment, schooling, and training programs. Clearly, the type of legal jobs available as well 
as law, order, and punishment are an integral part of the economic approach to crime.  

• Total public spending on fighting crime can be reduced, while keeping the mathematically 
expected punishment unchanged, by offsetting a cut in expenditures on catching criminals 
with a sufficient increase in the punishment to those convicted. However, risk-preferring 
individuals are more deterred from crime by a higher probability of conviction than by severe 
punishments. Therefore, optimal behavior by the State would balance the reduced spending 
on police and courts from lowering the probability of conviction against the preference of 
risk-preferring criminals for a lesser certainty of punishment. The State should also consider 
the likelihood of punishing innocent persons.  

• In the early stages of my work on crime, I was puzzled by why theft is socially harmful since it 
appears merely to redistribute resources, usually from wealthier to poorer individuals. I 
resolved the puzzle (Becker [1968, fn. 3] by recognizing that criminals spend on weapons and 
on the value of the time in planning and carrying out their crimes, and that such spending is 
socially unproductive - it is what is now called “rent-seeking” - because it does not create 
wealth, only forcibly redistributes it. The social cost of theft was approximated by the 
number of dollars stolen since rational criminals would be willing to spend up to that amount 
on their crimes. (I should have added the resources spent by potential victims protecting 
themselves against crime.)  

 



• One reason why the economic approach to crime became so influential is that the same 
analytic apparatus can be used to study enforcement of all laws, including minimum wage 
legislation, clean air acts, insider trader and other violations of security laws, and income tax 
evasions. Since few laws are self-enforcing, they require expenditures on conviction and 
punishment to deter violators. The United States Sentencing Commission has explicitly used 
the economic analysis of crime to develop rules to be followed by judges in punishing 
violators of Federal statutes (United States Sentencing Commission [1988]). 

• Studies of crime that use the economic approach have become common during the past 
quarter century. These include analysis of the optimal marginal punishments to deter 
increases in the severity of crimes – for example, to deter a kidnapper from killing his victim 
(the modern literature starts with Stigler [1970]), and the relation between private and public 
enforcement of laws (see Becker and Stigler [1974], and Landes and Posner [1975]). 

• Fines are preferable to imprisonment and other types of punishment because they are more 
efficient. With a fine, the punishment to offenders is also revenue to the State. The early 
discussions of the relations between fines and other punishments have been clarified and 
considerably improved (see, e.g., Polinsky and Shavell (19841, and Posner [1986]). 

• Empirical assessments of the effects on crime rates of prison terms, conviction rates, 
unemployment levels, income inequality, and other variables have become more numerous 
and more accurate (the pioneering work is by Ehrlich [1973], and the subsequent literature is 
extensive). The greatest controversies surround the question of whether capital punishment 
deters murders, a controversy that is far from being resolved (see, e.g., Ehrlich [1975], and 
National Research Council [1978]). 



6. Concluding Comments 

• An important step in extending the traditional analysis of individual rational choice is to 
incorporate into the theory a much richer class of attitudes, preferences, and calculations. 
This step is prominent in all the examples that I consider. The analysis of discrimination 
includes in preferences a dislike of - prejudice against - members of particular groups, such as 
blacks or women. In deciding whether to engage in illegal activities, potential criminals are 
assumed to act as if they consider both the gains and the risks - including the likelihood they 
will be caught and severity of punishments. In human capital theory, people rationally 
evaluate the benefits and costs of activities, such as education, training, expenditures on 
health, migration, and formation of habits that radically alter the way they are. The economic 
approach to the family assumes that even intimate decisions like marriage, divorce, and 
family size are reached through weighing the advantages and disadvantages of alternative 
actions. The weights are determined by preferences that critically depend on the altruism 
and feelings of duty and obligation toward family members.  

• Since the economic, or rational choice, approach to behavior builds on a theory of individual 
decisions, criticisms of this theory usually concentrate on particular assumptions about how 
these decisions are made. Among other things, critics deny that individuals act consistently 
over time, and question whether behavior is forward-looking, particularly in situations that 
differ significantly from those usually considered by economists - such as those involving 
criminal, addictive, family, or political behavior. This is not the place to go into a detailed 
response to the criticisms, so I simply assert that no approach of comparable generality has 
yet been developed that offers serious competition to rational choice theory.  

• While the economic approach to behavior builds on a theory of individual choice, it is not 
mainly concerned with individuals. It uses theory at the micro level as a powerful tool to 
derive implications at the group or macro level. Rational individual choice is combined with 
assumptions about technologies and other determinants of opportunities, equilibrium in 



 market and nonmarket situations, and laws, norms, and traditions to obtain results 
concerning the behavior of groups. It is mainly because the theory derives implications at the 
macro level that it is of interest to policymakers and those studying differences among 
countries and cultures.  

• None of the theories considered in this lecture aims for the greatest generality; instead, each 
tries to derive concrete implications about behavior that can be tested with survey and other 
data. Disputes over whether punishments deter crime, whether the lower earnings of 
women compared to men are mainly due to discrimination or lesser human capital, or 
whether no-fault divorce laws increase divorce rates all raise questions about the empirical 
relevance of predictions derived from a theory based on individual rationality.  

• A close relation between theory and empirical testing helps prevent both the theoretical 
analysis and the empirical research from becoming sterile. Empirically oriented theories 
encourage the development of new sources and types of data, the way human capital theory 
stimulated the use of survey data, especially panels. At the same time, puzzling empirical 
results force changes in theory, as models of altruism and family preferences have been 
enriched to cope with the finding that parents in Western countries tend to bequeath equal 
amounts to different children.  

• I have been impressed by how many economists want to work on social issues rather than 
issues forming the traditional core of economics. At the same time, specialists from fields 
that do consider social questions are often attracted to the economic way of modeling 
behavior because of the analytical power provided by the assumption of individual rationality. 
Thriving schools of rational choice theorists and empirical researchers are active in sociology, 
law, political science, history, anthropology, and psychology. The rational choice model 
provides the most promising basis presently available for a unified approach to the analysis 
of the social world by scholars from the social sciences 



 



Heiko Rauhut and Marcel Junker (2009) 
“Punishment Deters Crime Because Humans Are 

Bounded in Their Strategic Decision-Making” 

 



Steven Levitt 
 

 

罪犯都跑到哪裡去了? 



 



 



 



犯罪率下降 
10發行量最大報紙(1991-2001) (LexisNexis Data) 

解釋 

• 創新的治安策略 

• 監獄囚禁人數增加 

• 快克與其他毒品市場的變動 

• 人口老化 

• 更嚴格的槍械管制法 

• 繁榮的經濟 

• 警察人數增加 

• 其他(死刑增加, 隱藏性武器法規, 槍枝買回等) 

提及次數 

52 

47 

33 

32 

32 

28 

26 

34 



Interpretation  

• 繁榮的經濟 
– 經濟與暴力犯罪 – 殺人, 傷害, 強暴等 - 無關; 與金錢動
機直接相關的(非暴力)犯罪 – 偷竊, 強盜, 竊車等 – 有關.  

– 失業率降 1%, 非暴力犯罪降 1%.  

– (1990s) 失業率降 2%, 非暴力犯罪降 40%. 

• 監獄囚禁人數增加 
– (1990s) 可解釋犯罪率下降1/3 

• 死刑執行增加 
– 執行率極低, 針對殺人犯, 對其他犯罪難說有嚇阻作用 

– 處決1犯人可減少7件可能犯下的殺人案(Ehrlich, 1975)? 

– (1990s) 可解釋殺人案下降 1/25 



• 警察人數增加 
– (1990s)可解釋犯罪率下降10% 

• 創新的治安策略 
– Broken Window Theory: NYPD 局長 William Bratton 壓制
輕微的犯罪 開始 

– (1990s) NYC police +45% = National Ave 3x,犯罪率比全國
平均下降18% 

• 更嚴格的槍械管制法 
– 與降低犯罪不相干 

• 快克與其他毒品市場的變動 
– (1990s) 快克市場大崩盤(供過於求)可解釋犯罪率下降

15% 

• 人口老化 
– 65+歲人口遭逮捕比率 = 青少年1/50 
– 人口結構變動緩慢, 無法解釋犯罪率突然下跌 



墮胎合法化 

• Roe v. Wade, Supreme Court (1973/01/22) 
– 全國墮胎合法化  

• 影響 
– 受惠最多: 未婚,未滿20歲,貧窮的女性(Cost: $500  $100) 
– 1st y: 墮胎75萬 (新生嬰兒1/4) 
– 1980: 墮胎160萬 (新生嬰兒1/2.25) (2億2500萬人口, 1次/140
人) (Romania: 1次/22人)  

– Ave: 150萬/y, 3700萬until 2004 

• 背景研究 
– 墮胎掉的孩子若生下來: 貧窮人口%高出平均50%, 成長於單
親家庭高出平均60%, 成長於單親家庭孩子犯罪率2x, 出生時
母親20歲以下孩子犯罪率2x 

– 母親教育水準: 子女未來是否犯罪最重要的單一因素 
 



Unexpected Findings 

• 證據與說明 
– 提早合法化的5州(加,華,紐,夏,阿)犯罪率提早下降 

– 墮胎率高低與(17-20年後)犯罪率高低成反比 

– 犯罪率下降主要出現在“後洛伊族群(Post-Roe Cohort)”數百萬
最可能因此法案而得以墮胎的女性 – 貧窮, 未婚, 年輕, 沒錢
進行不合法的墮胎 – 沒把小孩生下來. 這些小孩若生下來, 未
來成為罪犯的可能性遠高於平均水準. 多年之後, 當這些未出
生小孩達到犯罪年齡之際, 犯罪率開始加速下降. 

• 墮胎是暴力犯罪?  
– 新生兒 與 胎兒 相對價值? Pro-Life (1:1) v. Pro-Choice (新生兒) 

– What if 1:100? 

– World trends?  Vatican policy? 

 



 



Crime Rates (NYC, LA, etc.) 

 



 



Rudolph (Rudy) Giuliani & NYC  
 

 



NYC Trains Graffiti  

 



NYC Trains Now 

 



Time Square 42nd Street 

 



 



911 

 



911 & Leadership: American Mayor 
 

 



 

Leadership! How to teach? 
Role Model! 



Lessons? 

 



Thank You 
Crime and Punishment + Game Theory 

(So, Crime Business Models Study?) 

Jean Tirole: 2014 Nobel Laureate in Economics 


